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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study continuous semigroups of *-endomorphisms of 
B(B). We define the notion of an index for such semigroups. The idea is 
based on an analogy with semigroups of isometries on Hilbert space. Sup- 
pose U(t) is a strongly continuous one-parameter semigroup of isometries 
of a Hilbert space $3. Let -d be the generator of U(t) so that 
U(t) = exp( - td). The index of U(t) is then the dimension of the subspace 
3, = {SE B(d*): d*f=f). Another way to define the index of U(t) is as 
follows. Suppose U(t) and V(t) are two strongly continuous semigroups of 
isometries of Hilbert spaces fs and 53 with generators -d, and -d2. We 
say U(t) and V(t) are paired if the operator - d, @I+ I@ d, has an exten- 
sion to the generator of a strongly continuous unitary group. We say U(r) 
and V(t) are paired if and only if they have the same index. For 
endomorphisms we use an analogous procedure. We construct a sequence 
of continuous semigroups of *-endomorphisms of S(s) which we call the 
CAR flows of rank n = 1,2, . . . and also n = cc and show that these CAR 
flows have different indexes. We also show that there is a continuous 
semigroup of B(sj) whose index is distinct from the indices of the CAR 
flows. 
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II. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
In this paper we study continuous semigroups of *-endomorphisms of 
S($). We call a continuous semigroup of *-endomorphisms of a von 
Neumann algebra A4 an E,,-semigroup of M. The precise definition is given 
as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We say {a,; t 2 O> is an E,-semigroup of a von 
Neumann algebra A4 if the following conditions are satisfied. 
0) a, is a *-endomorphism of A4 for each t 2 0. 
(ii) a0 is the identity endomorphism and a, 0 tx, = a, +s for all t, s > 0. 
(iii) For each REM* (the predual of M) and A EM the function 
f(cr,(A)) is a continuous function of t. 
In keeping with this definition we will call a one-parameter group of 
*-automorphisms a, of a von Neumann algebra A4 continuous if for each 
f~ M, and A E A4 the function f(a,(A )) is continuous. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Suppose LX, and p, are E,-semigroups of von Neumann 
algebras A4 and N. We say CI, and p, are conjugate if there is a 
*-isomorphism 0 of A4 onto N so that @(a,(A)) = B,(@(A)) for all A E A4 
and t20. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Suppose 01, is an E,-semigroup of a von Neumann 
algebra M. The generator 6 of CI, is defined 
6(A) = lim (a,(A) - A)/& 
r+o+ 
where the domain D(s) is the set of A E A4 so that the above limit exists in 
the sense of weak operator convergence. 
It follows from Chapter 3 of [2] that 6 is a *-derivation of M, the 
domain B(s) is o-strongly dense in M, and that the graph of 6 is closed in 
the sense that if (B, C) is a weak cluster point of the set 
((A, ??(A ); A E D(8)) then BE D(s) and 6(B) = C. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Suppose tl, and p, are E,-semigroups of von Neumann 
algebras A4 and N. We say a, and p, are inner conjugate if there is a 
*-isomorphism @ of A4 onto N so that if 6, and 6, are the generators of the 
semigroups y,(A) = C’(a,(@(A))) and /?, then 6,(A) = 6,(A) + 
z(HA-AH) for all AED(~,)=D(B,) and H=H*EN. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Suppose a, and B, are E,-semigroups of von Neumann 
algebras M and N. We denote by a,@fi, the E,-semigroup of MO N (the 
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spatial tensor product on N and M) given by a,@ /3,(A 0 B) = 
a,(A 10 P,(W 
An important example of an E,-semigroup of S(sj) is obtained as 
follows. Let ‘?I be the CAR algebra over R = L2(0, co). Specifically, let 
53 = L2(0, co) with inner product 
(f, g) = j-co f(x)&) dx. -a3 
Let!&=RARr\ ... A SI(n-times) be the antisymmetric tensor product of 
R with itself n times. We define !$, = C a one-dimensional Hilbert space. 
Let !+j = @ ,“=0 fi,,. This space is called Fock space and the spaces 5, are 
called the n-particle spaces. For each f~ R we define the bounded linear 
operator a(f) on !+j where a(f) maps sj, into $,- 1 by the relation 
(40 FJb, 3 “.P x,- ,I = J;; Jam FAX,, . . . . x,- ,, x,)f(x,) dx,. 
One finds the adjoint operator a(f)* maps !+j, into !&+ , as follows, 
(a-)*~rJ(x,~ . ..? x,3 x,+ I) 
=(n+1)-“2 1 (-l),+k+lF(x I,..., Xk-,,Xk+r )..., x,+,)f(x,). 
k=l 
The operators a(f) are bounded and satisfy the CAR relations 
(0 4af+ g) = a4f) + 4s), 
(ii) 4f)4s) + 4gMf) = 0, 
(iii) a v) *4g) + a(g) a(f)* = (f, g) 1 
for all f, g E R and complex numbers a. 
Let ‘?I be the C*-algebra generated by the u(f) withfe R. The algebra ‘$I 
is called the CAR algebra over A and the particular realization of ‘3 as 
operators on the Hilbert space $3 is known as the Fock representation of ‘$I. 
A particular feature of the Fock representation which characterizes this 
representation up to unitary equivalence is the existence of a cyclic vector 
F, E !&, (called the vacuum vector) which has the property that u(f) F, = 0 
for all f~ R. 
Let T(t) be the translation operator on R given by 
(TJ-)(x) =f(x - 1) forx>t 
=o for x < t. 
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We define G4.f)) = 4T,f) and a,M4fih . . . . 4f,)*)) =~(4T,f,),..., 
a(T,f,)*) where p is a polynomial in the a(S) and the a(f)*. Since the 
mapping a(f) + u(T,f) preserves the CAR relations we have that a, 
extends to a continuous * -endomorphism of 2I into itself. For each t > 0 we 
can extend a, to all of S(s) by weak continuity. One checks that a, is an 
E,-semigroup of ‘B(B) (see [3] for details). 
For future reference we will call this E,,-semigroup the CAR flow of rank 
one. To obtain the CAR flow of rank n we form the E,,-semigroup /I, which 
acts on B(B) @ 8(B) @ ... @ S(sj) (S($) tensored with itself n times) by 
the action 
B,(AlOA, 0 ... @AJ=a,(A,)@a,(A,)@ ... @a,(A,). 
One may show that this E,,-semigroup is conjugate to the CAR flow just 
constructed modified by replacing fi= L2(0, co) with R= et,, L*(O, co) 
(i.e., the rank of the CAR flow is the index of the generator of the 
semigroup of isometries T, acting on R). 
For the CAR flow of rank one there exists a strongly continuous one- 
parameter semigroup of intertwining isometries (i.e., there is a strongly 
continuous semigroup of isometries U(t) so that U(t) A = a,(A) U(t) for all 
A E 23(b) and t 2 0). The intertwining isometries U(t) act on the n-particle 
spaces by the relations 
(U(t) F,)(X,) . ..) x,) = F”(X, - t, . ..) x, - t) forx, > t, i = 1, . . . . n 
=o otherwise. 
In an earlier paper [3] the first named author defined an index for 
E,,-semigroups having a strongly continuous semigroup of intertwining 
isometries. The definition given there was based on the implicit assumption 
that the intertwining semigroup U(t) is unique. It turns out that this is not 
the case. Even in the case of the CAR flow just described there are other 
intertwining semigroups. Also it it is shown in [4] there exist 
E,-semigroups of S(e) for which there is no intertwining semigroup of 
isometries. In this paper we will give a definition of the index which is 
independent of the existence of an intertwining semigroup of isometries. 
One can also construct E,-semigroups of S(8) using representations of 
the CCR (the canonical commutation relations). However, the 
&,-semigroups one obtains are conjugate to the CAR flows. This may be 
seen as follows. Let On(x,, x2, . . . . x,) = 1 if all the xi are distinct and it 
takes an even permutation to rearrange them in the order x1 <x2 < ... 
xneI <x,. Let Qn(xl, x2, . . . . x,) = -1 if all the xi are distinct and it takes 
an odd permutation to rearrange them in the order x, < x2 < .-. < x, and 
let 0,(x,, . . . . x,) = 0 if any two of the xi are equal. Note lQn(xl, . . . . x,)1 = 1 
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except on a set of Lebesue measure zero. Note that if F,(x,, x2, . . . . x,) is an 
antisymmetric function then 0,(x,, . . . . x,) F,(x,, . . . . x,) is a symmetric 
function. Multiplication by the function 0, gives an isometric isomorphism 
of the n-particle space of antisymmetric functions associated with the CAR 
algebra to the n-particle space of symmetric functions associated with the 
CCR algebra. We define operators b(f) defined for f~ A as operators 
which map the n-particle space into the (n - l)-particle space by the 
relation 
= n Jl a, @,-1(x,, ...> x,-,1 @JXl, . .. . x,) F,(x,, . . . . x,)f(x,) dx, 0 
One checks that on the n-particle spaces the operators b(f) satisfy the 
CCR relations 
(0 b(af+ g) = ah(f) + b(g), 
(ii) b(f) b(g) - 0) b(f) = 0, 
(iii) b(f)*&) - b(g) b(f)* = -ff, g) 1. 
Since vectors in the n-particle spaces are analytic vectors for the operators 
0(f) = 2-“‘(b(f) + b(f)*) and 17(g) = - i221’2(b(g) - b(g)*) defined for 
real S, g E R, (the space of real functions in L’(O, co)) these operators are 
essentially self-adjoint on the linear span of the n-particle spaces and their 
closures (which we also denote by Q(f) and U(g)) satisfy the Weyl form of 
the CCR relations 
,Wf) eifWr) = e -i(L R) eiWg) ,i@(f) 
The bounded operators e’@‘(f) and eincg) for f, g E K, act irreducibly on $3. 
We refer the reader to the paper of Araki and Woods [l] for further 
details. We note that the action of a, on these operators is given by 
de i@(f)) = e’@(“f) and 
To show the above we will show how the b (f) can be constructed out of 
the u(f). Let {hi; i= 1,2, . ..} be an orthonormal basis for R=L*(O, cc). 
Let N, = xf=, a(hi)*a(hi). A computation shows (see [3] for details) that 
exp(itN,) converges strongly to a unitary operator V,(r) as k --, co for each 
real t. The Vo(t) form a strongly continuous periodic ( V(27r) = I) unitary 
group which have the property that Vo(t) a(f) Vo(t)-’ = epr’ u(f). Let 
V,(t) = a,( Vo(t)). Since the a, are endomorphisms we have 
V,(t)a(T,f) V,(r)-‘=e-“u(TSf) d an since the V,(t) are strong limits of 
even polynomials in the u(f) and u(g)* with the f’s and g’s having support 
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in the interval [s, a,) it follows that the V,(t) commute with the a(f) when 
f has support in the interval [0, s]. Hence, we have 
V,(r) a-) w-’ = a((I- PJf+ crP,f), 
where (Pf)(x) =f(x) for x >, s and (Pf)(x) = 0 for x < S. Let Q, = V,7(~). 
WehaveQ,=Q,*,Q~=I,a,(Q,~)=Qs+Ifors,t>O,and 
Q, a(f) Qs = 4(1- 2PJ.f). 
Suppose f~ R,. Then a straightforward computation shows that if F is a 
vector in an n-particle space then 
b(f) F= lim f A(k,6) F, 
a-+0+ k=l 
where 
A bit more work shows that 
exp(i@(f)) F= lim exp i2-“’ f (A(k, 6)+A(k, a)*) F 
h-.0+ k=l > 
and 
exp(iZ7(f)) F= lim exp 2-‘12 
d-O+ 
f (A(k, 6)- A(k,d)*) F. 
k=l > 
From the way the A(k, 6) transform under the action of the a,(in fact, we 
have or,,,(A(k, 6)) = A(k + n, 6)) it follows that 
de W) = ,iw-,f) and a,(e ink)) = emT,g) 
forJg.553,. 
Hence, we see that the E,-semigroups constructed from the CAR and 
CCR algebras over R = I.‘@, m ) are conjugate. The advantage of the CCR 
construction of an E,-semigroup is that the b v) and b(g) with f and g 
having support in disjoint intervals commute and generate commuting 
type I factors. The disadvantage is that the b(f) are unbounded. 
If we want to express the CAR flow of rank n in terms of the CCR 
construction we replace R = L’(0, cc) by A = @!! , L’(O, co) in the above 
construction. 
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III. THE INDEX OF AN I&SEMIGROUP OF 23(5j) 
DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose a, and /I, are E,-semigroups of M, and M,. 
We say a, and p, are paired, denoted (aI, /I,) E ‘$ if there exists a con- 
tinuous one-parameter group Zl of * -automorphisms of M, @ M2 so that 
T,(AOZ)=a,(A)OZ and Z~,(Z@B)=Z@fi,(B) for all A EMU, BEM*, 
and t>O. 
From the definition it follows that 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose cl,, fl,, yI, and a, are E,-semigroups of von 
Neumann algebras. 
Is(a,, Pt~‘4-J and (Y,, a,)~13 then (ar@Yrr P,Qo,)EW 
Zj (a,, p,) E !J? and a, and y, are inner conjugate then (y,, B,) E $3. 
If (a,, P,)E ‘V and 0, is a continuous one-parameter group of 
*-automorphisms then (a, 0 of, 8,) E ‘$ 
We thank Professor Ronald Douglas for pointing out the following to us. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose a, is an E,-semigroup of M= 23(B). Then there 
exists an E,-semigroup /?, of N = !B($j) so that (a,, /I,) E $I. 
Proof Suppose a, is an E,-semigroup of M= S(S). Let R, be a 
separable Hilbert space and let N, = B(A,). Let Nk for k = 1,2,... be 
isomorphic copies of N,. Let !B = OF= i Nk be the infinite tensor product 
of the Nk (23 is the norm closure of the algebras M, = @I;-= I Nk) and let yk 
be a *-isomorphism of N, into B which maps A EN, to an element yk(A) 
of the form I@ .., @Z@B@ZQ . . . with B in the kth place. Let f0 E R, be 
a unit vector and let o,, be the state of B defined by the relations 
o,(y,(A,)y*(A,)...y,(A,))=(f,, AlfO)(fOP A*fO)‘~~(fO,4Jo). 
Let (ZZ,, fiO, Q,) be a *-representation of B on a Hilbert space !+jio with 
cyclic vector 0, induced by the state w0 (so o,(A) = (a,,, n,(A) 8,) for all 
AEB). 
To simplify notation we will identify 8 with n,(b) so we can write 
yJA,)F instead of n,(y,(Ak)) F for FE sj, and A, EN,. One checks that ‘$3 
acts irreducibly OR !& SO B”=B(&). Let N= 23”, we define a 
*-automorphism Z, of M&J N as follows. Note a,(M)’ A M = M, is a type 
I, factor. Let cp be a *-isomorphism of N, onto M,. We define Z, by the 
requirements, 
rl(AQZ)=a,(A)QZ for all A E M, 
r,(zO~k(A))=zOyk-,(A) for A E N, and k = 2, 3, . . . . 
~,(ZQY,(A)) = v(A) for A EN,. 
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One checks that this defines a * -automorphism of MO N. We define a con- 
tinuous group Zl of *-automorphism of MQ N as follows. For A EN@ 23 
we have Z~(A)E N@Z for n sufliciently large. Then for t>O we define 
Z,(A) = Z;“(Z@a,) c(A) where n is chosen so that Z;(A)E N@Z. One 
checks that this definition is independent of n. We then extend this 
definition of Zr to all of MO N by continuity. To define fr for negative t 
we can define Z,Z,+ ,,Zcn where n is chosen so that t + n 3 0. One checks 
that these definitions are consistent and define a continuous one-parameter 
group of *-automorphisms of MO N having the property that 
f,(A @I) = q(A) 0 Z for A E M and t 2 0. Let /I, be the E,-semigroup of N 
given by Z_,(Z@ B) = Z@ B,(B). One checks that this defines an Z&-semi- 
group and from the construction of Z, it follows that (a,, /I,) E ‘$3. 1 
All E,-semigroups of S(b) that are known to us have the property that 
they are paired with themselves. It would be interesting to know if every 
E,,-semigroup of S(Jj) is paired with itself. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose ul, /?,, yt, and CT, are E,-semigroups of M, , M,, 
M3, and M4 and each of the M, are *-isomorphic with S(b). Suppose 
(a,, P,) E ‘P, (B,, Y,) E ‘P, and (yt, 0,) E ‘P. Then (a,, 0,) E lo. 
Proof Assume that the hypothesis and notation of the theorem are 
satisfied. Then there are continuous * -automorphism groups t?,, d Ir and /i, 
of M,@Mz, M2QM3, and M3QM4 so that 
e,(AQz)=a,(A)Qz, e-,(zoB)=zQB,(B) forAEMl, BEM2 
A,(AQZ)=B,(A)QZ, A -,(ZO B) = 163 y,(B) for AEM*, BEM~ 
A,(AQZ)=y,(A)QZ, A-,(Z@B)=ZOa,(B) forAeM3, BEM4. 
Fix t > 0. We define a * -automorphism Z, of M, 0 M, as follows. Since 
a,(M,) is a type I factor we have linear combinations of elements of the 
form B,a,(CO) with B,,E M, n 01(M4)’ and &EM, a-strongly dense in 
M,. Hence, linear combinations of elements of the form A,@ B,a,(C,) 
with A,EM~, B,eM4n o,(M4)‘, and COeM4 are a-strongly dense in 
M, Q Mq. We define Zr on such elements by 
Tr(A,QB,a,(C,))=u,(A,) &QG, (*) 
where D,, is defined as follows. Note that I@ B, E M, @3 M4 commutes with 
A@Z and ZOO,(B) = /i-,(I@ B) for all A EM, and BE M4. Hence, 
n,(Z@ B,) commutes with y,(A) @Z and Z@ B for A E M3 and BE M,. 
Hence, n,(Z@ B,) = B, @lZ with B, EM, n +yt(M,)‘. By the same argument 
we have A,(Z@ B,) = B2@Z with B, E Ml n P,(M,)‘. And by the same 
argument we have e,(Z@ B2) = D, @ Z with D, E M, n cc,(M,)‘. This defines 
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the D, in terms of B, in Eqs. (*). One checks that r, is a-weakly 
continuous and, therefore, has a unique o-weakly continuous extension to 
M, @ M,. We also denote this extension by Tr. 
To show r, has the group property Tr, + IZ = r,,r,, for t,, t, > 0 one 
proceeds as follows. Suppose ti, t, > 0. Since linear combinations of 
elements Cm,,(D) with CE M,n a,,(M,)’ and DeM4 are dense in M, we 
have linear combinations of elements of the form A, 0 &Y,~( C,) a,, + J&J 
with &EM,, Bo~M4na,2(M4)‘, c,~M~na,,(M,)‘, and &EM, 
o-strongly dense in M, @M,. One checks using Eq. (*) and the properties 
of 8,, d ,, and A, given above that for such elements it is true that 
T,,+,,(A) = T,,(T,,(A)). We apologize for leaving this to the reader but we 
feel the space required to give a complete proof is much too long for the 
intellectual content of the details. Since such elements are strongly dense in 
M, 0 44, we have T,, + ,z = T,,r,2. To see that r, is continuous in t we note 
that T,(a,(A)Oa,(B)=a,+,(A)@o,-,(B) for ItI <s and as t+O this con- 
verges strongly to a,(A) 0 o,(B). Since linear combinations of elements of 
the form a,(A)@a,(B) for some s>O are strongly dense in M, @M, we 
have r, is continuous in t. 
Hence, CI, and 0, are paired. 1 
DEFINITION 3.5. We say that two &semigroups ~1, and 8, of S(B) have 
the same index if there is an E,-semigroup err of B(g) so that (OLD, G,) E ‘p 
and (fl,, rr,) E ‘$3 (i.e., tl, and fl, have the same index if they can both be 
paired with the same E,-semigroup). 
It follows immediately from Theorem 3.5 that if a, and /?, are 
E,-semigroups of the same index and PI and yI are of the same index then 
a, and yt are of the same index. The notion of index then divides the set of 
E,-semigroups of 2J( sj) into equivalence classes. 
THEOREM 3.4. The CAR flow of rank n and the CAR frow of rank m 
have the same index if and only if n = m. 
Proof: Let ~1, and b, be CAR flows of ranks n and m, respectively. It is 
clear that if n = m then a, and fl, have the same index. 
Suppose CL, and /I, have the same index. Then there is an E,,-semigroup yI 
of 23(5j) which is paired with both a, and p,. Since a, is paired with itself 
(i.e., (a,, ar)E ‘$3) it follows from Theorem 3.4 that (a,, P,)E ‘$I Let 
R, = @;!i L*(O, 03) and R2= @pm1 L*(O, co) and let hi(f) defined for 
fe 52, be closed operators giving the Fock representation of the CCR 
relations on Hilbert space 5, as described in the last section and let 52, be 
the Fock vacuums for i= 1, 2 (e.g., b,(f)Q, =0 for all fe%,). Let e’@](f) 
and eiqcg) be constructed for the b,(f) and b,(g)* for f, g E fijr (the real part 
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of Sj) as described in the last section. Then we can realize CI, and 8, by the 
relations 
de i@l(f)) = ei@l(Ttf), de inI( = eifll(Tfg) forf,gE%, 
p,(e i@z(f) _ i@z(Tt.f) ) _ e ) flt(p72k9 = ewTlg) 
forf, g E A,,. 
Since (a,, fl,) E ‘p there is a continuous group of *-automorphisms 0, of 
B($ji)@b(&) so that 8,(A@Z)=a,(A)@Zand K,(Z@B)=Z@/?,(B) for 
A~23(&i), BE’B(&), and t>O. 
If 0 < a < b < co we define B[a, b] to be the von Neumann algebra 
generated by ei@lc’) and e’“ltg) with f, g E R,, and f and g having support in 
the interval [a, b J. The 23[a, b] are type I, factors and this family of fac- 
tors forms what Araki and Woods [ 1 ] call a continuous tensor product of 
type I, factors in that if [ai, bi) is a decomposition of the positive real line 
into disjoint subintervals then the algebras b[a,, bj] form a commuting 
family of type I, factors which generate S($i ). If - cc < a < b < 0 we 
define %[a, b] to be the algebra generated by e’@2(/) and e’@z(g) with f, 
g E RZr and f and g having support in the interval C-b, -a]. If a < 0 < b 
we define B[u, b J as the algebra generated by 23[u, 0) and S[O, b]. One 
sees that the action of 8, on the algebras B[u, b] is given by 
0,(23[u, b]) = %[a + t, b + r]. 
Consider the pure states 
co&A) = eeiiffi2(e b2(/)‘Q2) A eb2’f’*Q,) 
defined for f~ R,. As shown by Araki and Woods in [ 1 ] these states have 
the property that the restrictions 0~~1 %[a, b] for [a, b] c (-co, 0) are 
pure and for A E !23 [a, b] and BE 23 [c, d] with [a, b] and [c, d] disjoint 
subintervals of ( - co, 0] we have w,,JAB) = w2,jA)w,AB). A state having 
this property is said to have the product property. Furthermore, Araki and 
Woods show that if w  is a pure normal state of ‘B(!&) having the product 
property then there is an PER, so that w= q,-. For each vector 
z = (Z,) . ..) z,) E C” let wzz be the state o,h’B[ - 1, 0] with h(x) = Zi for 
O<x,<l andfi(x)=O for x>l for i=l,...,m (i.e.,f(x)=z for XE[O, l] 
and f(x)=0 otherwise). Notice that this state has the property that 
e&0,(A)) = qr(,4) for A l 23[u, b] and that the intervals [a, b] and 
[a + t, b + t] are both subintervals of [ - 1, 01. A state having this property 
will be said to be locally invariant in [ - 1, 01. One sees that a pure normal 
state of 23[ - 1, 0] which has the product property and is locally invariant 
in [ - 1, 0] must be of the form mlr for some z E C”. 
For z E C” we define 
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with f(x) = z for XE [0, l] and f(x) = 0 for x> 1 and A E ‘B[O, 11. The 
states wlz are pure normal states S[O, 1] with the product property and 
the property that they are locally invariant in [0, l] and that any pure 
normal state of S[O, l] with these properties is of the form wlz for some 
ZECn. 
Consider the mapping rp of normal states of 23[0, l] onto the normal 
states B[ - 1, 0] by the relation q(w)(A) = w(B,(A)) for all A E 23[ - 1, 0] 
and o a state of %[O, 11. Note that cp ~’ is given by 
q--‘(~)(A)=w(K,(A)) for A~23[0, l] and o a state of ‘B[-LO]. Since 
cp and ‘p-i map states with the product property onto states with the 
product property and states which are locally invariant onto states which 
are locally invariant we have that cp maps the states olz for z E C” onto the 
states oIz for ZE C”. Furthermore, the mapping cp is an isometric 
isomorphism (i.e., I(w, - 0~11 = IIq(wi) - cp(c+)ll). Hence, cp gives an 
isometric isomorphism of a manifold of real dimension 2n onto a manifold 
of real dimension 2m. It follows that m = n. 1 
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose a, is an E,,-semigroup of 23($) and there exists a 
strongly continuous semigroup of isometries U(t) so that for t >, 0 
U(t) A = a,(A) U(t) for ail A E 23(e). 
Suppose /I, is an E,-semigroup of 23(!+j) and (a,, /?,)E Cp. Then there is a 
strongly continuous semigroup of isometries V(t) so that for t 2 0 
V(t)A = B,(A) V(t) for all A e S(B). 
Proof: Suppose aI, b,, and U(t) satisfy the hypothesis and notation of 
the theorem. Let us say a, acts on M= %(sj) and /I, acts on N=%(5). 
Since a, and /?, are paired there is a continuous group of *-automorphisms 
8, of M@N so that 8,(A@Z)=a,(A)@Z and OP,(Z@B)=Z@/?,(B) 
for A E A4 and BEN and t 2 0. Since any continuous group of 
*-automorphisms of ‘B(sj) . is unitarily implemented there is a strongly 
continuous one-parameter group of unitaries S(t) E MO N so that 
O,(A)=S(t)AS(t)-’ for A~MaNand t real. Let Q(t)=,S(-t)(U(t)@Z). 
For A E M we have 
Q(t)(A@Z)=S(-t)(U(t)AOZ)=S(-t)(a,(A)OZ)(U(t)@Z) 
=(AOZ)S(-t)(U(t)OZ)=(AOZ)Q(t). 
Hence, Q(t) E ZO N. Since Q(t) commutes with U(s) 0 Z we have 
Q(t) Q(s) = St - t)(U(t) 0 1) Q(s) = St - t) Q(s)(U(t, 0 4 = Q(t + s). 
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Hence, Q(f) is a strongly continuous one-parameter semigroup of 
isometries. Since Q(t) E Z@ N we have Q(t) = Z@ V(t) where I’(t) is 
a strongly continuous one-parameter group of isometries. Since 
Q(t)(Z@B)= (Z@/?,(B)) Q(f) for all BEN and t>O we have that 
V(t) B=/?,(B) V(t) for all BEN and t>,O. 1 
COROLLARY 3.8. There is an E,-semigroup of 23(a) which is not of the 
same index as any CAR flow. 
Proof In [4 J it is shown that there is an E,,-semigroup CI, of B(6) for 
which there is no strongly continuous intertwining semigroup of isometries 
(i.e., there is no strongly continuous semigroup of isometries U(t) so that 
U(t) A = u,(A) U(t) for all A E S(B) and t 3 0). Since for CAR flows there 
exists a strongly continuous semigroup of intertwining isometries it follows 
that any flow which can be paired to a CAR flow has a strongly continuous 
semigroup of intertwining isometries by the previous theorem. And, 
therefore, any flow which is of the same index as a CAR flow must 
necessarily have a strongly continuous semigroup of intertwining 
isometries. Hence, GI, is not of the same index as any CAR flow. 1 
We see then that the set of indices for E,-semigroups of B(5) 
corresponds to a set which properly contains the non-negative integers plus 
a point at infinity. 
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